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Bible lessons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

{The Bible – origin & transmission}

Listened
Hated
Listened anew
Loved it
Saved

Dusseldorf, Germany

Bible manuscript presentation - best ever.

{The Bible – origin & transmission}

Never heard anything like it.
Well worth the time to listen to every one, following the PowerPoints.
Senden, Germany

Excellent Renaissance art studies with an intriguing religious insight.
Quite refreshing
{History of the World - #44 & #46}
Tours, France

Great study of Acts.

{Acts – God uses only defective People}

Normally these are BORING.
These lessons are all exciting
And great music at the end of each study
ZZ Top!
Chuck Berry
and now ELVIS!
Great job.
Boston, Massachusetts

So excitingly good news herein
Iceland

Blesses and thanks
Iceland

These studies present all new information in an excellent teaching style.
Iceland

It's all groovy here ….
Lot of freaks saved
So Cal Radical Grace Beach office

The outstanding Bible origin series brought knowledge to my mind –
and Jesus to my soul!

{The Bible – origin & transmission}

Hamburg, Germany

Thank you for ever!

New found life!

Iceland

Every newest message is tastier!
{Acts – God uses only defective People}
Thanks to you for the offerings
Iceland

Fine for Jesus
Beijing, China

Most of all good history for learning.
{History of the World – Past, Present, & Future}
Beijing, China

The consensus was that it was foolish for our group to begin a study of the Bible.
But others had done so and were so gratified.
Our venture proved to be a very profitable one as we truly learned of Jesus for
the first time.
Appreciations are extended for the magnificent lessons.
Iceland

Greatly enjoying and fascinated by the studies of Pre-history.
{“Pre-History of the World” series}
We knew none of this.
Iceland

祝福每一个的
Chinese for: Blessing each
Beijing, China

Very excitement!!
Shanghai, China

I enthusiastically recommend the Bible origin series to professors, seminarians, pastors,
and anyone who is a student of the Bible in any sense whatsoever
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
Fundamentally transforms our ideas of Scripture, how errors crept in, and the resolution.
A masterpiece, accompanied by excellent power point presentations.
Telgte, Germany

Stunning presentation of the bible manuscript issues and history.
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
The evangelistic message flows throughout the series.
Stuttgart, Germany

Words fail me as I try to thank you enough for the Bible origin series.
So informative and spiritually enlightening.
Mannheim, Germany

First new studies I've seen of the Renaissance.
What fresh perspectives!
{History of the World - #44 & #46}
Passy, France

Greetings professor!
How exciting for your former students in Rio and Sao Paolo to re-discover
our favorite college teacher.
You were frequently able to interject spiritual messages into your lectures!
Best wishes to you
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Greetings to Prof Tatum from Porto Alegre!
Your classes were the highlights of college.
What pleasure to hear these Bible messages
Porto Alegre, Brazil

Very stirring messages from a familiar voice!
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Excellent Acts lessons. Riveting
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Maravilhosa!

(Wonderful!)

Ciao professor!
Porto Alegre, Brazil

{Acts – God uses only defective People}

This teaching of humanity and the three families broke through the chains of darkness
and led me to Jesus.
Praise!

{History of the World -- #1 - #11}

Nigeria

Two family members I considered hopeless now saved !!!
Words of gratitude are failing!
Iceland

Thank you so much for the introducing to Jesus!
Iceland

Best bible lessons anywhere - - although they are the only ones I have tried!
Iceland

So enjoyable and intriguing as this man Jesus unfolds before us
Iceland

This was such an exciting moment to discover this site and to listen anew to a professor
whose teaching had such an impact on my life
And indeed the excitement was doubled as I recognized the power of the gospel of Jesus
in every one of these lessons.
Therefore we have two sessions:
One for believers -- following the book of Acts
{Acts – God uses only defective People}
One with an evangelistic outreach -- the history and science lessons
{See Index for complete list of History and Science lessons}
Thank you kind professor - for then and now!
Rio de Janerio, Brazil

August 2015

I've oft heard he expression "born again" and dismissed it as religious jargon
These studies on the life of Jesus penetrated into a part of myself I did not was
even there.

{The Life of Jesus – Learning to Listen}

I was startled when the cognizance of Jesus as my saviour was stirred.
Life is all new
And vish!

From a professor I knew so well and did not know.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Bible origin lessons have drawn incredible interest.
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
From scholars to laypersons the response is unanimously favorable.
Many are drawn to the Gospel for the first time
Thank you for the work involved in such an incredible presentation –
including the excellent PowerPoints
Mannheim, Germany

Every new speak increases the betterment
Iceland

The Bible lessons are all new to me and they are very inspiring
Iceland

All lovely Bible stories
Iceland

Very good enjoyable Bible lessons
Iceland

Bonjour!

Based on the excellent pronunciation of French expressions I know

the lecturer speaks fluent French.
I would like to express my admiration and gratitude for the superb lessons -especially the Renaissance studies.

{History of the World - #44 & #46}

These are the sole access to Bible teaching most here in the Latin Quarter have.
What many preachers do not grasp is that in order to be heeded
the messages must be interesting and enjoyable - as are these.
Just to encourage!
Paris, France

Very exciting introduction to the Bible for me!
Sao Paolo, Brazil

These lessons are the only light I have found in this beautiful and yet so dark place
Muito obrigado, professor!
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Bible origin messages are sent from God.
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
They are scholarly, accurate, full of light -- and are well received.
Bonn, Germany

EXCELLENT treatment of the Renaissance!
{History of the World #44 & #46}
But then I'm not surprised.
Nor am I surprised at the powerful Gospel message
Is Johnny still playing baseball -- and golf? EVERY DAY ? !!!!!
Paris, France

Dude this stuff rocks
At first it was like rolling off of me
But I kept groovin in
Now it like sticks to me like Velcro
It’s not all about me. It’s all about Jesus
That is wild
And cool music
The Stylistics. Oh yeah, talk to me
Venice Beach, California

May God repay you for making these inspiring Bible lessons
Tres bien fait, professeur!
Sao Paolo, Brazil

The Bible origin studies are such a blessing.
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
Never encountered anything like this.
Bonn, Germany

On the behalf of the group, thank you for the magnificent Bible presentations.
Iceland

All are very well!
Enjoyable and new!
Thank you!
Helsinki, Finland

This is a wonderful new.
Iceland

Tremendous.
All.
Every lesson.
Tours, France

Awesome Bible manuscript messages
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
Berlin, Germany

Absolutely superb teaching
Deanland, UK

Excellent treatise on the Bible MSS
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
Munich, Germany

Wonderful blessing and light through these Bible lessons.
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

So exciting to learn the truth
Helsinki, Finland

Manifold blessings for the inspiration.
Beijing, China

Excellent Bible teaching.
The professor has stirred up a wave of desire for learning here.
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

I'm always excited to get a notification of a new Radical Grace message -the latest Acts lesson is tremendous.
Wow. We can't be forgiven and justified!

Acts #17 Completion of Paul and Barnabas' First
Missionary Journey -- Galatia
The Impossibility of Being Both Forgiven and Justified
(Declared "Not Guilty")
I'm re-listening (as I always do) and absorbing.
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Thank you for the new Acts lesson - very profound as always.

{Acts #17}

I am most thoroughly enjoying the entire series -- as all of them in fact
London, England

History
Ruthgirl
Jesus
Shenzhen, China

Have to express our gratitude for these Bible sermons.
I have not seen such an effective ministry to unbelievers,
including my years in the USA.
Surprisingly the studies of Acts are drawing interest!
{Acts – God uses only defective People}
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Life of Jesus
History
Pre-history
Beijing, China

You have brought the message of good news for salvation into so many homes.
Such a joy
Iceland

History
Jesus
Blessings place
Beijing, China

The Bible origin series is a masterpiece of erudition and inspiration.
{The Bible – origin & transmission}
Because of them my brother - a former humanist professor - was saved,
along with his wife and daughter.
I know of many similar cases.
Exhilarating!
Munich, Germany

SO thrilled to discover these lessons in the group into which I was fortunately invited.
I have learned of Jesus actually for the first time.
Thank all of you
Iceland

As many had encouraged me to visit this site, I visited and was overwhelmed -first by the variety of messages,
then by the dynamic content.
Not certain where to begin I began at the beginning!
What marvelous stories.
And the most powerful result was that I learned of Jesus as a man then as my savior!
Que Dieu vous bénisse , professeur!!!!!
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

